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Tougher OUI law
passes in House
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)--
By a lopsided vote, the Maine
House gave preliminary ap-
proval Thursday to Go% . John
R. McKernan Jr.'s bill to lower
the blood-alcohol threshold for
drunken driving arrests and
give police power to seize the
vehicles of some habitual
offenders.
The bill, which also would
sidyject le&ati offenders to pro-
visional driving prisilegeS, WOn--
approval 122-18 and the
representatives then proceeded
to kill three amendments that
would has esseakened the bull.
Much of the debate, which
went on for more than an hour,
focused on whether the bill
targets casual drinkers or
habitual offenders. Lawmakers
also recounted instances in
which innocezit people have
been killed by-thi pai red drivers.
"I don't 'care who they are,
social drinkers or not," said
Rep._ _Vinton I. Ridley, D-
Shapleigh. "In my book - they
shouldn't be driving."
Rep. Norman R. Paul, D..
Sanford. said some la makers
e t000 concerned over the
rights of offenders under the
proposed law. "How many
chances does a victim get?"
asked Paul. "In -the victim's
case the verdict is final."
Rep. Gerard P. Conley Jr.,
D-Ponland, said the bill -would
treat first-time offenders who
would get provisional licenses
as "second-class citizens."
Conley, whose proposed
amendments to remove the
provisional-license and vehicle-
forfeiture provisions were re-
jected, described the bill as "a
lawyer's dream." -
"I would much .rather vote
for a lawyer's dream than to
continue the nightmare on
Maine's roads." said Rep.
Gny-Crt &arm°, an- indepen-
dent from St. George Scar-
pino, describing himself as a
recovering alcoholic, said the
bill's tough enforcement provi-
sions would also help alcoholics
who continue to drive to come
to grips with their disease
The bill would reduce the
legal blood-alcohol limit from
the current 0.10 percent to 0.08
per‘'ent. A M.-pound-per-son-
would have to drink four to five
12-ounce beers in an how to
reach thc proposed lower
threshold. according to pre
pontnis of the legislation.
Mckernan's bill, which wa,
refined by the Legal Affairs
Committee, would also
establish provisional licenses
for convicted drunken drivers.
The House adopted an
amendment that would relax
the allowable blood-alcohol
limit initially proposed for
holders of provisional licenses.
(see Nik page 2) •
Rape awareness march plagued by hecklers
Sim Raper
Last month's march against
rape was successful, but it
didn't go unnoticed by hecklers
and others who seemed to have
taken offense, said Chns Sobel,
march organizer.
"Taking Back the. Night"
was the theme of the march,
culminating .a speck of rape
awareness sessions which Robel
and her collegue, Tamara Burk,
had helped organize. Reactions
to the march and other events
were not always encouraging,
they said.
"If (students) are heckling a
• march protesting a lack of safe:
ty for women, then what else
are they-likely to do?" Kobel
said.
"It's very comforting to
think it's just perverts who are
screaming out the windows. If
anybody feels that way and is
inovitated to scream to a group
of people who are trying to say
'fairness please,' it demystifies
and debunks the myth that the-
rapist is some scary man in a
trenchcoat "
As an integral part of
Women's History Month, Rape
Awareness Vs cek was held to
teach men and women about
the seriousness ,and
of forced sexual acts. Apart
from the encouraging part icipa
--tion of many men and women,
the march- and other sessions
were plagued by voices of rejec-
tion from many young men,
Sobel said .
"Last year it was worse. I his
isn't anything new," Burk
said.
Bohel and Burk teach in the
University of Maine's speech
communication department as
graduate assistants Both have
contributor:N.1mi efkins to rape
awareness over the 'last two
years
AC:cording to Hotel, the most
serious threat to women today
is not rape by strangers, but
more common incidents of rape
committed by aquaintances.
Sobel said rapes of all kinds
happen frequently on this cam-
pus and, during the week, many
*omen came forward saying
that they had been raped..
Society's reaction to the new
aquaintance rape issue is similar
to the opposition expressed
years ago when rape was
brought up as a serious issue.
Bobel added
The negative reaction to the
march. she said, was "an an
students who marched in protest of rape were
subjected to hecklers. 1)espite the antagonists,
nunciation of where we are as
a campus on this issue.
(see RAPT page 2)
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TKE members to roll keg for charity
N Ig Tow IMMO
1Start wrest 
Sporting black Miller Genuine Draft
T-shirts, University of Maine mascot
Bananas the Bear and his friend Husson
College mascot Bradford the Bull were
on hand to help brothers from the
UMaine and Husson chapters of Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity kick off the
Miller Genuine Draft/TKE Keg Roil late
yesterday afternoon.
Eighty TKE brothers from UMaine
*Rape
and Husson will be leaving from the
State House in Augusta at noon today
and are expected to arrive at Husson
College in Bangor on Saturday, said
UMaine TKE vice president Chip Stiles.
The brothers hope to raise $4,000 to
S5.000 to benefit the Maine Special
Olympia. Stiles said.
They have collected pledges and
donations from area businesses, he said,
and as their corporate sponsor, Miller
Genuine Draft has donated two varts for
their use along the keg roll route.
Last night the TKE brothers from allowed on Interstate 95, said UMaiihe
both schools rolled kegs around theTKE adviser Gene Hamm.
UMaine campus, then had a barbecue They will get a police escort through
with children from Special Olympics at Bangor. he said.
the UMaine TICE house. The only problem Hamm said he
forsees Is a snowstorm that is expected
to hit sometime today
"If the weather gets very bad and it
gets too dangerous, we'll have to stop
TKE brothers at H ILISOCI raised S2.100 It.., he said.
with a keg roll five years ago., he said. With the vans from Miller for
The brothers will be rolling the kegs brothers to take shelter in, Hamm said
aloes Route 2, since pedestrians are not the roll shouldn't have to be stopped
Husson TKE vice president Troy
Staples said he expects the roll to raise
more than S3.000.
"If you throw a stone into a pack of
dogs, the one that gets hit is. the one that
yells." she said.
ticularly disturbed about the response ot
, 
many Greeks to a lecture held earlier
that week by visiting keynote speaker
Bernice Sandler
"The fact they were aware enough to
respond is important. They weren't tak- Bobel said many Greeks 
participated
trig responsibility but they were think-- in the lecture to gather 
points for a
ing about it_ To silence the march "midi  _ Greek Week fraternity 
competition.
encourage them to silence their own saw a lot of women
quilt. That's not going to promote Burk said "The men in front and
chance
"We will continue to force them to
resist," she said.
Bobel and Burk said they' were par:
behind (where we were sitting) were Vet)
abusive. They wouldn't listen and made
very sexist and derogatory comMents
about (Sandler) the whole time." she
said.
(managed front page 1)
The central issue is fear, a kind of fear
most men and even some women don't
recognize. Bobel said.
The way in which many men on cam-
pus had neglected the concerns of their
female counterparts was "fnghtening.
and certainly frustrating." she added.
•:Women at night live their lives with
internalized feat. They don't even think-
it's fear anymore, it's just a matter of
being careful, it choosing a place to
live that's strategic, or choosing a route
that's well lit. They don't make those
decisions consciousls anymore." she
said.
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*Drunk
lcvatilieed fm. page 11
One-time offenders would drive under
provisional licenses for a year. During
that period, they would have to sur•
render therm licenses if caught drising
while they blood-alcohol content '10.05
-percent or higher
Those with more than one 001 of-
fense would be subject to a 0.02-percent
cutoff under the pecnisional licenses that
would remain in eller for six years
Further. McKernan's bill would
authorize police to confiscate vehicles of
pres musty convicted drunken drivers
who are found guilty of drning drunk
while under suspension for the came of.
fense Offenders cold also store or sell
theu vehicles. Exceptsons could tre made
in certain "hardship" cases
The bill was tent to the Senate
The House rejected an amendment
that would have done away with coded
licenses that tell police whether a driser
has an Mil conviction
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WMEB-radio to extend on-air hours
.111WIlsehlth
start WIltef
-
Late night studiers who can't survive
without progressive music are in luck.
WMEB is now broadcasting until 3 a.m.:-
John Thomas, WMEB station
manager, said the new shift was added
-to gist more students the chance to work
for the station as disc Jockeys.
"I hated to keep turning away all
these applicants," he said
Thomas said the station has been
receiving more applications for disc
jockey positions than they had time-slots
to fill.
To accommodate more applicants,
the station extended its broadcasting
- hours.
The station previously was on the air
from 6 a.m to midnight. Thomas said
he has no immediate plans to keep the
station on the an for 24 hours, but he
would like to look into the possibility in
the. future.
Each of the 4_9 student volunteer disc
—jockeys works. one three-hour shift per
week, Thomas said.
Dave Gridley, a WMEB disc jockey.
said he chose to work the 12-3 shift
when the opponunits.. arose. He had
previously worked a morning shift, but
said he felt the late night shift would be
more relaxed. He said he follows the sta-
tier format during his shift, but the late
—hours make turn feet less stifled.
Thomas said the _new shift gives more
students the opponunity to develop their
own radio personalities more
extensively.
Gridley enjoys the new shift even
though the number of listeners isn't as
large as during the day.
"Some nights it's interesting, some it
isn't," Gridley said. ' He said he
receives a few calf% some nights, but
others he doesn't hear from* anyone.
• Gndlcy said the late shift affects his
school work minimally. He works
Wednesday mornings, so he sometimes
misses his 8 a.m. math class.
The station added the shift im-
mediately following spring break,
Thomas said. He said the shift had been
going -well so far.
-Thomas believes the longer hours are
a plus to students who stay up late
• studying. •
"It's kind of a bummer when the sta-
tion- grief arlbe air . We decided giving
people an extra three hours to listen
would' nt be I bad idea," he said.
Thomas also said the longer hours
gise the station amore stable image
without I:screwing the broadcasting
department's expenses. Electricity is the
only additional expense, be said.
Bumstock fun to begin
ht Ilank Morn
" •
The Beatles sang "a splendid time is
guaranteed for all,' when they. laun-
ched a Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band celebration in the 1960s.
When Hummock comes to the Univer-
sity of Maine Saturday. April 23, a
splendid time is guaranteed not to end.
The festivities will kick-off Friday
night. April 22 with& concert in Lengyel
Gymnasium. The performer will be an-
nounced early next week, said former
Off-Campus Board president Mike
Scott.
With acoustic guitar in hand. Anne
Clark will begin Saturday's schedule of
events that will fill the afternoon and
evening with merriment and relaxation.
"It is a day for everyone to get away.
from the stress of school and a chance
for people to be outside," said Chris
Bartlett, Bumstock coordinator.
Saturday's entertainment will be
located an the cabin fields on the roper
of Park Street and Rangeley Road.
Following Clark, an eight-piece jail
band that once took the Coffee House
by storm as "Hopping Albatross", will
perform under their new - tangled name
"Some Assembly Required". Bartlett
said.
A local favorite and bluegrass
specialists, "The kinsmen Ridgerun-
ners", will perform their magic after
"Some Assembly Required" with a fid-
dle. mandolin and two euitars.
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In Memory of Mark W. Houseweart
College o f Forest Resources
A memorial service for Associate Dean Mark
W. Houseweart of the College of Forest
Resources, who passed away Friday, April 8,
will be held Friday, April 15 at 3:00 p.m. in 100
Nutting Hall. Faculty, staff and students are
welcome to attend.
file photo
WMFB-rsdio disc jockey Joe Leporati cues up a record.
with concert April 22
'''the-Blue Flames", a band fresh out
of Waterville, Maine that opened up for
Stevie Ray Vaughan last Friday, will
begin dinner-time entertainment with a
mixture of Blues favontes. Bartlett said
Another local favorite and regular
performers at ()rono's Oronoka will en-
courage perpetual dancing until the sun
goes down
The well-known "Rewinders" will
perform a mix of 1960's rock-n-roll, in-
cluding "The Grateful Dead" and "The
Rolling Stones."
Bartlett said "Certain General." a
New York progressive rock band and
the "I-Tones," a reggae band out of
Cambridge, Mass, will wrap up the
day's events.
Between all the scheduled events a se-
cond stage will be set for student hands
to practice the art of performing before
an audience and. keep people dancing,
said OCB president Jessica Loos.
In addition, free soda will be available
throughout the day. The UMaine
P'Nuts Cooperative will sell vegetables.
Hot dogs and hamburgers will also be
available. Loos said.
OCI3 warns Bumstock participants
that cars parked on Rangeley Road or
Park Street will be towed.
It* * * =lc * ** * * * ** * * * * *** * =lc 9E.
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SENIORS
* Did yOu take-the Sertiot Challenge?'
WELL...THERE'S A PARTY
PLANNED FOR YOU!
Friday April 29th
4 - 6 p.m.
Wells Lounge
* *
*•FREE BEER • FREE PIZZA • FREE SODA • FREE PRIZES (0*
* ' if you haven't taken the challenge, it's not *
** too late!! You can sign up at the door and
* *
* be eligible for all of the prizes and food! *
************************
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Ziggy Marley: reggae's heir apparent
'988 Ro4eng Stone
"You're in heaven here, mon,"
says Pilot, a member of the large, genial
entourage that surrounds Jamaica's
unofficial royal family, the Markys. In-
deed. the scene he's commenting on
hardly seems earthy. The view from
Jack's Hill—the location of the Marley
estate, surrounded by the Blue
Mountains—is staggering. The house
overlooks growths of both palm and
pine trees and the gorgeous expanse of
the Kingston harbor. But this is the least
of it. The weather is like something out
of a fairy tale—or the Book of
Revelation.
At 3:30 on a January afternoon, the
, nem Immo in the sky, which is infinite-
ly Mee in wane ports, menacingly cloudy
in others. The sun is blazing, and it's
raining so gently that you don't notice
it until you realize you're wet. The wind
is cold and blowing so hard that bran-
are flying off the trees. A brilliant
rainbow arcs across the hills.
"See the rainbow?" says Rita Marley,
the widow of Bob Marley and the reign-
ing presence at the Marley estate. "It's
a good sign. I've never seen so much
power at one time. I can feel ie.-
The symbolism of the rainbow—a
sign in the Old Testament of the cove-
nant between God and mankind after
the world was destroyed by the Flood—
is not lost on Rita, a devout Rastafarian.
To her, today's rainbow portends the
success of "Conscious Party," the
new album about to be released by
19-year-old David "Ziggy" Marley. Rita
and Bob's eldest son.
Since Bob Marley 's death from cancer
in 1981. the reggae world has awaited a
Messiah, someone who could
resçire the music to the prominence it
enjo'çd when Marley and the Wailers
epitomized the Third World's struggle
for freedom and self-expression_ While
reggae has produced no shortage of
talented performers, some—like Peter
1—have fallen victim TO the violence
that is as endemic to Jamaica coconut
trees, ganja and poverty. Others, like
Sly Dunbar, Robbie Shakespeare, Judy
Mowatt and Yellowman, have
developed cult followings that mirror
aspects of the music's fragmentation
after Marley's death.
Legal battles have scarred Bob
Marley 's legacy. He never kit a will,
and his estate—estimated in the tens of
millions of dollars—is in utter disarray.
Rita Marley was formally dismissed as
an estate administrator by the Jamaican
Supreme Court. and the estate's assets
have been impounded. The estate is now
overseen by a Jamaican bank
In addition. Rita Marley and her
former financial advisors hase been ac-
cused of fraud and of forging
documents in order to goe her control
of most of the estate's assets. The ad -
'visors are being sued by the estate.
Former members of the Wailers have
also brought suit and have claimed that
they were forced to relinquish their
rights to royalties. This turmoil has
damaged the sense of mutual purpose
that bob Marley's memory might have
engendered.
As the most obvious heir to the
Marley legacy, Ziggy—whose voice and
mannerisms recall his father to an
almost eerie extent—is the one who
many people hope will be reggae music's
redeemer.
To a large extent, the reaction to
'Conscious Pam" will determtne
whether he can live up to that respon-
sibility or—perhaps with even more
difficulty —*tether he can define a new,
independent identity for himself.
Ziggy 'shows up for his interview spor-
ting a Bob Marley T-shirt. The conver-
sation takes place at a picnic table on the
grounds of the Bob Marley Museum, a
two-story house on Hope Road. in
Kingston, that once served as Bob
Marky's home away from home. It was
also the site where Bob, Rita -and two
associates were shot in 1976, two days
before the Wailers were scheduled to
play a free concert for the Jamaican
people,. If Ziggy wanted to emphasize
his heritage, he couldn't have picked a
more appropriate place.
But he insists—a shade defensively—
that findint his own idostity while grow-
ing up in his father's shadow wasn't a
problem. "I am myself," he says, his
voice thick with the rhythmic Jamaican
intonation that virtually every member
of his tinnily has set aside. -,‘nd I ha*
been myself every time. I never try to
run from the truth. My life is the truth.
me and my father have something in
conunon which You can't run from, you
know?"
Ziggy's band, the Melody Makers -
which includes his older sisters Sharon
and Cedella and his brother Stephen—
got its start in 1979. when Bob Marks
wrote the lilting protest song "Children
Playing in the Streets" and brought the
foursome into the studio to record it.
1985 saw the debut of the hand's debut
album. "Play the Game Right," with
the biting political observation of
"What a Plot" and the apocalyptic vi-
sions , of "Revelation," In 1986, the
group released ''He s World."." the
album *hose disappointing sales helped
consince Rita Marks that the Melods
Makers needed to get out of their con-
tract with EMI America and find a new
label. Thet eventually signed with Virgin
Records.
The hand decided to sign with Virgin.
in pan, because the cornparo was com-
mitted to keeping the Melcids Makers
together, rather than singling out bus
for solo treatment. "Blood t' icker than
water," says Ziggy. "I am not a-
youth who is on any trip to become a
big star. " You come to know how im-
portant family is around you. I've been
with my family singing from 1919 until
this day, and now you walk up to me
and sits I must leave them alone and
come to myself? What purpose would
that serve? Me wouldn't feel good about,
that, and then the musk shouldn't feel
good about that either "
When Alex Sadkin. who was set to
produce "Conscious Party," died
after a car accident near Kingston in late
July, Virgin suggested Chris Frantz and
Tina Weymouth, the married half of
"Talking Heads," for the project
The duo seemed a lushly sunabie choice
in that they were familiar with Sadkin
through his work on The Heads'
"Speaking in Tongues" album, and
they had worked with a host of reggae
artists on their two Tom Tom Club
records. ,
Still, at the start it did not seem like
a match made in heaven. Ever the
modern New Yorker, Weymouth stunn-
ed Ziggy and a table full of his
"bredren" at their first manna, when
she explained that she thought
Rastafarianism— the millenarian
religion that equates the expulsion of
blacks from Africa during the slave
trade with the carrying of the Biblical
Jews into captivity—Was "about rejec-
tion." And since Jamaica is far from
c feminist paradise, the notion of a
woman in the' control booth initially
posed some conceptual difficulties for
the band.
After seeing the Melody Makers per-
form at the Reuse SunSplash Festival.
in Montego Bay, Frantz and Weymouth
met with the band in New York to work
on three songs on a trial basis. "He
wanted to make sure that we understood
it was to be a reggae album and not
something that fit into any  radso_-hintig, actualb 
_does. have_that si
non. It is poem, the way that he wntes
h's phrased and written in such a way
that it does touch you deeply us your
bean
"I (sowed when we vitiated Pus
room that he really does read the Bible,
and I think he's greatly inspired by it
It's very interesting when you start to
delve into the lyrxs. For instance, a sons
like qumblin• Down ' He had just
finished cutting the track when the stock
market crashed in October, so
eserybody in the studio reined to it as
lsee DGGY page 61
formula plavlist."- Pruett says. We
went into the studio, and after the first
day they just said, 'You can do the
whole album."'
Recording in New York allowed for
some interesting musical cross-
fertilization. Keith Richards was
brought in to lay down a winding guitar
soio on "Lee and Molly. "-Jerry Har-
rison of Talking. Heads added some
keyboards to the record's first single.
"Tomorrow People." Rita and 7..iggs
arranged -for Huth Masakeia to help
with a vocal arrangement for "Dreams
Home," the atmospheric African fan-
tasy that doses •*Conscious Party,"
for the female members of the South
African cast of the play "Sarafina!",
which is now running in New York
Frantz and Weymouth took Zany and
the band to a downtown loft, where they
jammed with Cajun musicians,
hiebeelini and taint types.  Ziggy-
who typically plays guitar—wailed on
keyboards aust Mew the Pup minds in the
house with improvised lyrics like "I
don't believe in sex before marriage I
don't believe in people getting
drunk."
"People really miss Bob Mirky, and
they want Zsggy to be that," says
Weymouth "But the extraordirous
The Usisersits of Maine will be jarred op April 16 when the Billy I mylor
Trio, led by the master jazz piaimist himself, performs in the Manse ('ester forthe Arts.
The Billy Taylor Trio will perform at 8 p.m. ia the Hutchins Cower* Hall.The eyeshot program will also feature Taylor, performing a aniskai somber
with UMaise's 20th Century Mask Fairest*, coadacted by Don Stratton.
Tickets are available by calbag the Mabee ('enter for the Arts Box Office,5111-1755.
A versatile jazz pianist, composer, arraisger, teacher, and actor. Taylor has
written MOM than 300 sons, a dozen books on the art of jazz piano, and made
more than 30 recordings.
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Vegas Maineia provides If you can make it here...
something for everyon
W Taw IKON
Soo. wrier ".
Where can University of Maine
students find a casino; a night club, a,
recording studio, and bet on horse races,
all under one roof?
On Friday, April 15, they can thid-all
this and more at Vegas Maineia in the'
Memorial Union, starting at 7 p.m.
The Union Board is sponsoring this__
year-end party for the campus, and-
everythina will be free to UMaine
students, said Mike McQuarrie, pro-
gram coordinator, - •
"les going to be a lot of fun. There
will be so much going on," ,said Julia
Munsey. newly-elected president of
TUB. "There will be something for
everyone. .
- -
Students will -be-given ptarmoney-to—
gamble with, McQuarne said, and prizes
will be awarded throughout the evening.
Those who enjoy gambling can try
their luck at casino games or betting on
their favorite horse at the races.
Gambling tables will be open from 7
10 11 p.m.
A Mite at the Races features
videotaped horse races that students can
bet on There will be three races at 8
p.m., and three more at 10 p.m.
Those who aspire to become a star
can cut a demo tape or model for a
photographer from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Mike Healy and The Starmakers can
make anyone a star with a miniature,
portable recording studio.
Students )ust have to choose a
a
keith
Well, well, well, it's that time
again.' No. not the income tax
deadline, I filed months ago.
No, the big day this month is next
Tuesday, the 19th, when the eyes of
Democrats all over this country will
be focused on New York and its
primary.
The primaries are nothing more
than a technicality for Vice President
Geogre Bush, who is coasting
smoothly toward the Republican con-
vention this summer.
For the remaining democratic can-
didates, on the other hand, New
York is THE primary, Whoever
wins here will win the party nomina-
tion, while the losers will quickly start
lookina around for deals that will en-
sure them a position in the new
regime
Of the four candidates left, Rev..
. Jackson and Massachusetts
Canvernor Michael Duktikis are by far
the Strongest, and thus will be com-
peting for a majority of the spoils.
For them, everything is hanging on
the Jewish vote.
While Jackson's "Hymietown'•
remark in the 1984 campaign has cer-
tainly not been forgotten by New
York's Jewish community, the fact
remains to be seen whether or not it
has been forgiven. If not.
"Hymietown" may very well turn
out to be Jackson's Chappaquiddick.
this time around anyway.
Michael Dukakis is expected to wm
the Jewish vote, and, subsequently,
New York. However, his projected
Brann .•
margin of victory is too narrow for
him to take it for granted. Also, not
getting New York Governor Mario
Cuomo's endorsement could hurt
Dukakis.
Teritee Senator Albert Cent', a
one day contender back on Super
Tuesday, who continues to waste the
taxpayers money with his incoherent
babblings that no one seems to give
a hoot about, doesn't have a prayer.
Fortunately for Gore, he has
amassed enough delegates to cut
himself a sweet deal at the conven-
tion, provided neither Jackson nor
. Dukakis is able to collect the
-delegates needed to win the
Democratic nomination on the first
vote. If one of, those two emerges
strongly from New York and goes on
to sweep California, Gore is out.
Illinois Senator Paul Simon is, for
all intents and purposes. out. He has
no money-, 110-STaftno- supporanci
hence, will get no delegates. The on-..
ly reason he hasn't officially dropped
out is that, if he did, Jesse Jackson
would pick up the delegates he won
in Illinois.
Simon is gambling that Dukakis
will win, and when he does. Simon
will be able say that he help...d by not
L.giving Jackson his delegates, and
deserves a position in Dukakis'
- administration.
The stage is set, the players are
limbering up,•the audience is popping
corn, the press is checking batteries
and sharpening pencils, and I am get-
ting out of here.
favorite song, and the Starmakers will
provide the words and background
music. The students' singing is then
recorded and they leave with an actual
recording of their performance.
Students can become models by dress-
ing up in Victorian age clothing and
have their photographs taken by
Yesteryear Antique Photographers.
-.UMaine sophomore Nark Keyvani
will be on hand to read palms beginn-
ing at 8 p.m.
There will be nightclub acts as well.
Three comedians from Boston's
Comedy MI-Stars will iie performing at
After Hours (Damn Yankee by-day) at
8 p.m.
The comedians are-Mike Bent, -Mike
Donovan, and Fred.
It is rumored that Fred is originally
_from tbertrnnts area and
 thaLone of 
- Mikes, is his girlfriend, but these rumors
could not be Confirmed.
A "high energy, upbeat, swing dance
band," Eight to the Bar, will be per-
forming in After Hours from 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
From 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.. Cereal
Killers will be performing in the Bear's
Den.
There will be free food and non-
alcoholic drinks available, McQuarrie
said.
Those with the proper identification
will be allowed to purchase alcoholic
beverages in the Bear's Den, he said.
TUB is remaining within the S6,000
budget it set for itself for Vegas
Maineia, McQuarrie said.
WHAT IS MAINE DAY?
6:30 - 8:30 WAKE UP PARADE
Come ItS you ire P,J.parade
SERVICE PROJECTS 8:00 - 12:00
Join the hundreds of students beautifying the campus! Projects range from
(-Waning the tennis courts to painting dormitory wings. If you work in the
morning, you will receive a button which entitles you to free admission
Its the harbeque and beach parts.
BARBEQUE 11:00 - 2:00
Ent at the barheque sponsored by (,ammina sigma Sigma
It it being held in front of the steam Plant I ot students ssith a Wilms itait
Get ptsched for some great food!!
00ZEBALL - 5:00
alley ball in the mud!! 8" of mud!! Oozeball is a fundraiser for Operation
Liftoff, a wish fulfillment foundation for Maine's tenability Ill children.
Help sponsor Speacer, • child with cystic fibroses.
Help his dream come inst. nest to the steam plant lot but...watch out for the mud!!!
RAY BOSTON 9:00 - 1:00
Vs bat a party!! Sand, sun, and surf at Ray Boston's Suminertime Anytime
Beach party la the Beldhonse. Free adialsaioa if you work in the moraing...',-
all others pay four dollars.
Ones wII set he Is settles se ~yew cam partldpete el
MAME BAY, Wednesday, April 21.
RAY BOSTON
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•Ziggy
that. But it's also the Nostradarnus-
Edgar Cayce predictions of the Ar-
mageddon that's supposed to happen in
the year 2000.
"Ziggy's got his finger on something
very special." she says, "yet he's not
just copying his father. It's nice that he
had that strong foundation, all that
ground that got broken by Bob Marley
But to him it is a mission."
Keyboardist Tyrone Downie, who
played with the Wailers and the Tom
Tom Club and who co-produced The
Melody Makers' first two albums, sees
Ziggy's burden as particularly tough. "I
think that's put him in too inuch.of a
pressure position," Downie says. "I
hope that Ziggy will eventually find his
own identity and his own sound. which
.he's really been searching for It will
-take time, because right now he's still
—iduck in that Bob Mines' syndrome— -
and I don't think that's good.. 'Is that
*hat I want?' I don't think he ever had
a chance to ask himself."
Drawing on the stoic aspect of the
Rastafarian fatalism, however, buy
does not see his life in terms of such
choices, "You know, my • life is not a
mos se" be says, "where we can sit
around, look back and say, Weil. that
was supposed to be that'—try to make
up my life the way I want it to be. Me
just go through.
"Life take is aurae aiddeitiny Must
come. No matter what me to do, even
though me never vet say, "Me want to
be a musiaan or a singer. I am that now
London School of Economics
land Political Science
A chance to study and live in London
Junior-veer programs. Postgraduate Diplomas, One
Year Master's Degrees and Research Opportunities
the_SocialScancea.-
The vett* range cri sutaects includes -
Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Bus
nets Studies • Economics • Econometrics •
Economic History • European Studies • Geography •
Government • Hiwirth Manning • Housing • indueinis
Rotations • imentationai History • intemabonal Asia
bons • Law • Management Science Operations;
Research • Philosophy Logic Scientc Method •
Population Studses • Politics • Fiegional and Urban
Plemilftg • See-Use Policy • Social Administration •
So cid Adllsoparogy • Social Planning in Devisopeng
Countries • SeChat Wont • Sociology • Social Psycho.
ogy • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Analysis •
,1/4,06010111M 011/1•1111.1110.
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Reserve Your Apartment For Next Fall
AT
•
GROUP
in
"The Woods"
l 
'FULLY FURNISHED 1 BEDROOM UNITS
•ON SITE LAUNDRY-STORAGE
QUIET SETTING CLOSE TO U of M
FROM $410 PER MONTH 4- UTILITIES
'CUT YOUR RENT IN HALF-SHARE WITH A FRIEND
•SENIOR LEASES AVAILABLE
I.
lc-outlaws' from page 41
IS not my own power make me be what believe in something, it can work "
- I am It is the pokes of the lather. And does lisp believe that his new
be a musician ..whiCh is the rtstit *sr-album and subsequent tour can make
" rood on his legacy and relieve him of his
reggae burden? "Every blow carry a
weight, you know?" he says. vgry
thump you thump a man carries
something. Him can drop any time. So
ive *ill always behest that dus one is go-
ing to be the right one. Every time is the
nght time We're coming on a time in
the whole world . where you notice that
certain things are gouts to happen You
canft'elit SO you Just base to wait and
see "
for me "
Amid all the speculation about the
Manes legacy and its impact on him.
Ziggs has his bwn idea of what Bob
Mark's life and work meant. Not sUr •
tinsingly, his lather's message turns out
to be a kind of prayer by Ziggy himself.
a pep talk for his soul. "The most im-
ponant thins about my father would be
his belief in what he is doing." Ziggy
says. "You base to believe in what you
do and have faith az4o3nfidence It You
Comedy actor Chapman
has a serious side also
and Eric Idle worked with Chapman on
stet writ', • their own comedy sensations. including
The i'rost Report and Doctor in the
- soes, - Graham- —Notestwhicti ChapMen'ititt-sitittiTar
Monty Python was ChapinuuNimost
notable success. however, and
Amencaris are still feeling reverbera-
tions from it's impact on those who
laughed seriously
Not long ago. Chapman authored a
hook about himself, A Liar's
Autobiography Formal) an ear, nose
and throat surgeon, Chipman now sees
himself as a practitioner of self healing
frcirn his slow suicide through
alchoholism OVCIr the Last four years,
he has appeared at dozens of colleges
Has appearance is sponsored by .the
university's Guest Lecture Sella and
The Union Board The event is free to
the public and begins at
Chapman of Monty Python's flying
Circus is a ."killer diller'• of the comedy
world, but he's also a serious man
This stranger to foul moods is best
remembered for his hilarious stellar per-
formances in The Life of Brian and
Monty Python and the Holy Grail His
Utusersity of Maine performance in the
Pit April 16 should inspire some
enlightened intngue into an alreads
enlightened career.
With the—reputation of .Wonty
Psthon's Firing ()mu behind them,
Chapman and his collegues opened new
channels in the annals of good humor.
Before the creation of Monty Python
in 1968. comedy greats like John (leese
9C11:113130000000000000
u0
0 causer ow.,
o SPRING
oGRADUATEs:
GET02. THE
 CREDIT
YOU DESERV
SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE
FROM $100 FOR MAY, JUNE, JULY, & AUGUST
Summer Leases Also Available
From $525 Including Utilities
P.I. Realty Management
942-4815
866-2071 for site manager
•references required
"model can be shown by appointment
Once again, we're proud to
a- offer Me GMAC College
Grin:Siete Finance Plan
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
GMAC wants to help :is
Tye you the crct jr.A:
deserve, and the keys to a
new Olds or Jeep
For this special GMAC
financing, all you need *s
your dipiorna. proof ot a rob. you one of your first
- a low down payment, .the rewards GMAC is an Equal
ability to meet monthly '--"Credit Opportunity Gorr-
payments and no pany
Tel. 945-9458 and 947-9471
Factory Rebates and Special Interest Rates
0 0 0 0
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deferral on your payments
as a graduation present
from GMAC
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Dr Ruth Westheimer
Q. I don't think I have ever reached
an 'orgasm in my whole life. I have had
a series of sensations which were plai-
sant and seemed to be leading up to
something, but that something never
happened. 1 get to a point where I can't
stand an more arid have to quit. %mild
ejaculation relieye this? I am very
frustrated and confused — not eves sure
that I am not orgasm's*. How would I
be sure:* kit ins reading has failed to
clear this up for me.
IR writ ei for
pmaril's most
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n those who
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- A.' You know what I wish your letter
would clear up for me Whether it is
from a man Of woman. That would real-
ly help. because nothing in my training
enables me to determine gender from a
letter coming through the mail, unless
the writer says -I am a male" or signs
lime or gives some hint like that —
or describes problems that clearly belong
to one sex or the other
What you describe is a problem
women write to me about, usually
However, there is a similar problem that
some-men experience It it called retard-
ed ejaculation and it parallels the female
inability to orgasm. So your letter could
be from a man. and You mention
ejaculating, which certainly sounds
malt But .1 have known some women
to be confused enough to think they
ought to he able to ejaculate The con-
fusion generated by the G-spot con-
troversy has led some women to think
they ought to be able to gush some kind
of fluid when they orgasm, and that life
would be happier if they could do that.
I know it would be plain which you
are if you were here-looking at me in my
office But why did you sign with your
initials' I hope you are getting the
message that a sex therapist is not a
magician but a plain person who needs
to be told things in words!
You descnbe pleasurable sensations
reaching the unbearable point without
continuing to release. This does sound
like female preorgasmic experience 1
might guess that You are using some
strong stimulation such as a vibrator
directly on the clitoris instead of on the
tissue around it. But it ,could also
describe a man's frustration at not be-
ing able to climax during sex with a
woman.
You may be a man with retarded
ejaculation, a dysfunction definitely
needing a sex therapist's attention. Qr
you may be a woman who doesn't know
yet how to reach orgasm, or doesn't
know yet how to recognize an orgasm
when you have one. In either case, you
too would do well to consult a sex
therapist. A woman might want to read
the paperback -For Yourself" by Lon
nit wrtra-C11"-- published—bi- New
American Library, before trying -
therapy.
1 hope everyone notices that a man
can have problems very much like those
a woman can have. And this letter
reminds me that we to make ourselves
clear to each ,other. This is especiallly
important when it comes to the com-
munication between partners in a rela-
tionship. And in this frightening time of
- sexually transmitted diseases and AIDS.,
it 13 MOSflinportani that individuals who
are going t13 engage sexual activities
communicate openly. ,
Because so many of you have written
to mc with concerns about these issues.
I have written a pamphlet. Dr. Ruth's
Guide to Safer Sex. To obtain a copy.
send SI and a self-addressed, stamped,
legal-size envelope to Dr. Ruth 'Safer
Sex. P.O. Box 19709. Irvine. Calif.
92713-97M
—Q. Ms wife sad I have been married
five years and -we,enjos sharing good
times, and we base got through some
had times, too. Our sex fife is
characterized by ms always taking the
initiative and enjosine every single mo-
ment 'she does not show or feel any in-
terest in it. In fact, she tries to avoid say
sexual encounter because she finds our
Infrequent lovemaking 'gross and
repellent. "be shows me no affection
SUMMER_IMPLOYMENT
_
Are you a high school senior or college student
looking for the opportunity to make money to help pay
for your tuition? Would you like the opportunity to
earn a good paycheck with overtime also available?
If the ansveer to these questions is yes Country Kit-
chen Bakers would like to speak to you. We have a
number of summer positions available on a variety of
'shifts and scheduies.
fritisrosted applicants. please apply at:
Country Kitchen Bakers
Personnel Department
10 Locust St.. Lewiston, ME 04240
Monday - Friday 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
or call
1-800-442-6777 (ME)
• MUM. 011 1.0111UMMI IN1Pt0f11111
and tries to avoid all phssical contact
because she is Oiled it will develop into
_asexual encounter. %ben she does have
with me it is to make me happy.
• She does enjoy being pleasured by
me. without intercourse, and can have
orgasms this was. At least once a week
she has erotic dreams of intercourse with
attractive men; on the occasions she
reaches orgasm and in her dreams she
is open and aggressive. She also gets ex-
cited when she exercises at the health
club.
—A. You live near a large city and can
get in touch with a major hospital that
will send you to a human sexuality
clinic, which can direct you to a sex
therapist. A therapist may want to work
with you both on marital problems other
than sex, because something is holding
your wife back from wanting to take
part in sex with you. I think it may be
something not directly connected with
the, sexual experience, since she does en-
joy pleasuring, does have orgasms, and
does show !exual desire in her erotic
dreams and at the health dub. 
that even though the most reliable con-
traceptive method is being used. She
may just not believe that those pills, are
thoroughly - rehabie. she has heard of
cases where, for whatever outlandish
reason, a woman was using the pill and
got pregnant anyway. Or there may be
something th- her memory,. having
nothing to do with you, that turns her
against having sex with a real man as op-
posed to those attractive phantoms in
her dteams.
1 have to mention that many women
resist affectionate touching because it
looks to them as though the man only
does it to get sex. I definitely advise see-
ing a sex therapist, who can go imo your
problems with you both.
A column,like this can inform and if
can give certain advice, but it cannot do
sex therapy. That is a road to the solu-
tion. and it allows .the special character
of the clients and their relationship to
be observed Your wife- maly resist go-
ing with you at first; in that case, try go-
ing by yoUrself for a visit or two, That
will be informative, and Yery_likely_your
Possibly she it afraid of becoming wife will come when she, sees how
pregnant. A woman may be afraid of seriout and reasonable you are being.
• .
Brewer Beauty Supply
428 Wilson St.
Suite 47
Brewer Me. 04412
989-2990
(near Burger King)
Peach Benin,
shampoo
51.50 pt.
Design Freedom
hair care package
$9.99
reg. $13.95
Blow dryers
15.95
_512.95 value
isit us for all your hair care needs!
Mon- Fri 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
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Editorial
Bond issue needs support
No* before the Marne State Legislature is an important issue- that should concern all of us atthe University of Maine. This is, of course, one
ins loving money—a lot of mones.
If the Legislature gives its blessing. it will be up to
the -voters of Maine to decide if the University "lame
System is worth an investment of nearly $31 million..
As most students may know by now, nears half the
money would go to the Orono campus. The money . -- .
would be used for such capita: improvements as a new
Imilding for the college of Business Administration and
a new research: facility.
This proposal should seem like a great one compared
to the original request of $60 million. After all, the
Legislature only has to decide whether the proposal will .
b_come a referendum next November—not f the money
will actually be allotted.
To many in the university community it seems Like an
easy decision. (Just give us the mori.,sy-) 
_
But, unfortunately, it - may not be quite so easy. You
see, the legislature is no too hoops. with UMaine
System administrators lately Though their reasons may
be valid, let's hope that pride in Augusta won't stop
this important issue from reaching the public decision in
a referendum.
In hindsight it's easy to see why legislators may be
upset. They have been-ieft-out of two important deci-
sions dealing with UMaine this year.
The start of the irritation may have come ss hert-Presi-
dent Dale Lick and his counterpart at USM Pat Plant
decided to weaken UMaine's Electrical Engineering pro-
grain bs shipping part of it to Southern Maine
Receniis the university had to ask the legislature foi
money to pay for job reclassifications for certain
employees at UMaine. The legislators because (hes felt
that the administrators could have included this expense
in their budget last. year.
Still, these problems shot-Min. affect -this issue
Whether it does or not, students should make it a ---. —
point to show their support for this proposal. After all.
students should know better than anyone that this cam-
pus needs every dollar it can get from the people of
Maine.
Yesterday, the General Student Senate asked students
to sign postcards in the Memorial Union to show their
support of the _bond issue proposal. Apparently quite a
fe% students answered the call and some concerned'
studenis will go tia_Augusia-oes-t_ lurcdav to loblifor 
the bill.
Maybe things will go well and the proposal will pass
without a struggle. If there is a struggle students *ill
hose to answer the 'call and use some of their clout
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The chocolate
chip horror.
Bill Caron()
We've all heard' and told horror
Stones about food at the dining com-
mons on campus, hut I feel that the
ultimate outrage has been committed
by ow wonderful cafeteria staff.
On Wednesday, Apnl 13. I went to
eat at Wells Commons with my
friends Steve and Chris. As we pass-
ed through the line, we came across
the cookie section. -
"Ah, chocolate chip cookies!''
Since chocolate chip cookies are
USUAIII) pretty good, we piled a few
of the golden discs on our trays and
headed off to dine merrily.
As we atc, the anticipation of
chocolate chip cookies grevi. They sat
there patienils as we wolfed down the
usual gross lunch. -
Finalls the time for dessert came
and a horror' beyond belief was about
to take place.
Chris broke open his first cookie
only to be shocked that there were no
chocolate chips! What was wrongs
In fits of horror we began ripping
apart our cookies searching for any
sign of chocolate chips But no. the-re
were none to be found. '
Not knowing what to do or how to
deal with a situation like this we left
in a fit of anger and despair.
I think it's time we called the din-
ing :ewes to task for such blatant
fraud and deceit.
I strongly urge anyone out there
whoeicels that the cafeterias have
gooeToo far this time, to voice their
opinions. Write letters, start a smear
campaign that leases no surs is ors un-
til we get a promise that all cookies
that look like chocolate chip cookies
will indeed have chocolate chips in
them.
I would like to Mt that great
WMEB personalits. Hank Scoop, for
some support on this issue. Hank.
.you'vc got the power to influence
many people and I think that, with
your support, we can get some
results.
Remember, grass roots action is
vst,at gets things accomplished. By
stirring up enough of a fuss, we can
assure ourselves of chocolate chips in
ch-o-colate chip cookies and not have
to put up with this kind of persersion
es er again.
So start writing, hase a good day
and I'll see you at Bumstock.
Bill Carob o is mad a,s hell and loll
going to take it anymore.
4711.
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Response
Revising Stein Song-woilicren'h-ance image
Idhe editor:
The letters by Messrs. Bour-
que, I oyd and Williams which
were published in the April 8
edition of The Daily Maine
Campus show serious
misunderstanding of my pro-
posal-to tes-f-se the Maine Stein_
• Song.
The proposal is not an at-
tempt to change anyone's
drinking habits. it is riot intend-
ed to force anyone, especially
Mr. Lloyd's grandfather. to
learn or sing nevi words, it does
not call for a recall of old Rudy
'Vallee records. it has nothing to
do with- condom sending
- - - machines. blow ins up the Stein
collection in the! ibrary. scrap-
ing off the big %I from the front
of the gym. etc university among employers. I
Any "official" song of the have encountered surprise on
university should represent its the part of some employers at
many constituencies and rcprc- how good many of our
sent the university's values graduates are, which suggests to
Such a song will be seen by me that their per% ious image of
thousands of people ever) year, the universits was not very
including potential students and flattering.
employers. How many people. The reputation of the univer-
seeing the sexist language, of the sity is something that is very fris-
sons together with its glorifica- portant to all its members and
tion.of drinking come to think must be protected and enhanc-
of this unisersits as a hopeless ed 'whenever possible.
collection of nisi-mime yahoos. My propoal calls for chang-
Of course, there is noway to ing some of the words in the
tell for sine. but 1 am convinc- Stein Song. These modifies-
ed that many potential, high- tions Will not change the music
qualitly students would he turn- so that those who are fixated on
ed off if they were_ to read the the old words can continue to
Stem Song. I also suspect arar—irrigitem7-T-hosewbo44ndahe_
the Stein Song does little 'to old words offensise can sing the
enhance-the reputation of the new words. Messrs. Lloyd and
Sirens should be used in
warning other. motorists.
To the editor
%las he the ambulance acci-
dent this past weekend will
serse as yet another sad lesson
to ambulance drivers
eserswhere The grandparents
of a friend of mine were
seriously injured in the colli-
sion My sister, a practicing
physician. was outraged when
she learned of the accident
because she has seen this sort of
thing happen too many times
when sirens aren't used- •
If a %chicle of that type (am-
bulance, fire, police) is travell-
ing at high speeds, it needs to
warn the other motorists in the
area so the) can take the
necessary precautions. Sirens
were put in those vehicles for a
reason
This whole incident is quite
ironic. A sersice prosided to
assist people in need of medical
attention has sent two innocent
sictims to intensive care.
Lori Phillips
Kennebec Hall
Williams argue that one should
not change the Stein Song
because it is a tradition and
because it enhances school
spirit.
Traditions should change as
better ways of doing things are
discovered. After all, it was
"traditional" at one point for
men to he the only Goes to go.
to college. Before that it was
traditional for aristocrats only
to be educated, since it was felt
that the lower classes could not
possibly need an education.
Furthermore, if the current,
flawed song induces such great
school spirit, think of the. spirit
that a more inclusive song will
produce.
. Unfortunately, the article on
my proposal did not print the
_
complete words. I would be
happy to send a copy .of the
complete proposal to anyone
interested in reading it and
would like to fairly judge this
matter. I am confident that
anyone viewing this matter im-
partially will come to the con-
clusion that it is to the univer-
sity benefit to revise the Stein
Song. -- -
Revising the Stein Song is a
small but _important step the
university should take to
enhance its image and to
recognize the many significant
societal changes that have taken
place in the 60 or so years since
Rudy Vallee last revised the
Stein Song.-
_ .
George Markowsky
Urge Phippen to stay
To the editor:
Sanford Phippen, present-
ly a professor in the English
department, has not been of-
fered a contract for next
year: The reason given is not
enough funds.
I find that unbeliesable
and disgusting. A good, in-
teresting, challenging pro-
fessor who also has a sense
of humor is not easy to find.
Mr. Phippen is one of those
teachers who is sincerely in-
terested in his students and
his work. He is also a good
friend, who is there for
students outside of class
time.
I urge any of his students
who would like him to stay,
to write a letter to the
English department, voicing
your disapprosal. Mr. Phip-
pen is not an extra expense;
he is a vital part of the
English department.
Ayers! Marshall
Penobscot Hall
Freshman fantasy of BMWs is marketing scheme
It's the year 2018. there's a BMW in your
drivrivas. and perhaps another ultimate drising
machine en route home with your spouse, kids, and
groceries. At least students in ENG 101, writing
futuristic profiles of their classmates, see them dris -
ins BMWs by a substantial margin 0,•CT other makes
in the enjoyment of their predicted prosperity. The
red consertibk appears more than once, along with
model numbers not yet conceised by Munich
marketers and designers.
Surely these freshman fantasies, transformed into
forecasts, represent one of the great marketing
triuinhs of our time. Economists' concern with
levels o consumer installment debt, mostly for cars,
often ts xpressed as "mortgaging the future" of
the debt° but these students have mortgaged their
souls, esen before they have become economic
statistics. Success, thy name is BMW
Since I dreamt up this writing assignment, I was
al* to include myself among those still present in
2018,--but strangely enough, no one saw a BMW in
my future Yet ;here was A BMW in my past. The-
time had come to trade our cancerous compact, and
the local BMW dealer, a customer of the bank
where I was thought a rising executive, confided
that he felt I was the "BMW „type. " We're talk-
ing oser a decade ago, and the hot car was the 2002
It didn't take me long to acknowledge that the
dealer was a perceptive judge of character, even if
I failed to come to this recagnition unaided. A few_
trial spins through the slush of an early Maine
spring, the mellowness of the Germanic sound
system as we fitted our .ontours into orthopedically-.
engineered seats, confirmed the dealer's, wisdom to
my wife and me. The car was prices but the result
inevitable After the financial settlement, we were
married to the car in a "menage a trois. "
For the wedding trip, we took our daughters on
a junket to sisit their brother in college, and stop-
ped by his dorm in the revelry of a weekend even-
ing Two students peered in at his radiant 16-year-
old sister in the back seat, explaining "we just
wanted to see the girl in the 2002". She
understood the meaning of the BMW. later. I tax-
ied some sisiting French businessmen around town,
who acknowleged that "we like the BMW very
much." Here was a car, not only a fitting car-
riage for queenly 16-year-olds, but a generator of
international good will between ancient enemies.
Yes, we were the types:
Guest Column
by William G. Sayres
The ambience of the courtship and wedding caus-
oZ Me to discount an occasional balkiness or liesita-
lion in acceleration, but this flaw grew to be an an-
--
noyance and more frequent as the honeymoon was
succeeded by housekeeping. Added to this was fre-
quent refusal to start on cold Sofaine mornings, a
chronic complaint which introduced us to the cer-
tified BMW doctor, who made house calls With his
kit of spark plugs and other minor organ
replacements. Often, the doctor had to admit the
patient for examination and treatment. The BMW
clink: was segregated from the Detroit riff-raff and
had an atmosphere of professional exclusiveness.
Or. the wall were framed certificates of the doctor's
training and competence, and he himself
demonstrated laconic reserve worthy'of the noblest
neurosurgeon.
All this treatment was covered b the marvelous
BMW warranty, except for my time awav from the
office or customer 'calls, while I was craning ms
neck to ogle the beauty's underbody aloft on the
lift, or peering into the engine compartment to
obserse delicate valsc surgery . These problems
became a positive interference with my job, and
gradually it dawned on me that the 2002 might not
ads ance my career, and was more appropriate for
those to whom careers were irrelevant. Compoun-
ding my mental unezainess was physical discomfort,
as I found that the orthopedically engineered seats
were molded for a Teutonic physique, not my im-
perfect Celtic frame. A longish trip became agony,
despite cushions and steady squirming
All good things come to an end, and as we emerg-
ed from the shelter of the BMW warranty, our
checkbook came into play along with the continued
time committrnent. One day, I noticed a burning
smell after a drive of several miles. I could not at-
tribute it to friction from squirming on the seat, and
a trip in to see the doctor disclosed a linkage in the
exhaust system which was glowing red hot. When
I was told the defective part was the "thermal reac-
tor," I thought we had changed the subject to
nuclear submarine tt-c,hnology. but found, indeed,
that this was the name for a component in the anti-
pollution system. Despite theoremium price for
BMW professional services, the labor charge for
replacement was not high; but the unit, which was
made in Italy, cost S500.
I had to staunch this hemorrage of time and
money. When the thermal reactor had cooled off
and the red glow fsded to dull tires, I drove to a
100 percent Detroit dealer and traded for another
mainstream American compact, assembled with
time-honored erector set technology, jarring suspen-
sion, window cranks that fell off, mystery rattles
never solved, but which ran reliably. I held on to
the career, however, not trading-it until some years
. later, but little expected that ENG 101 students
would remind me, in a flood of deja vu, of BMW
days. Maybe I'm,still the type.
•The [Nails Maine Campus, Friday, April 15, 191111.
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Maine ski resorts offer spring skiing
1,41.1113 SOM.
Stan wintii
- The grass on the University' of Nlaine
campus is starting to turn green and
some students are even wearing shorts,
but many skiers are still heading for the
mountains to get their final days of ski-
ing in
Both Sugarloaf/USA and Sunday
River ski resorts are offering spring ski-
ing to their patrons.
Sugarloaf/USA is expecting 6 to 12
inches of snow on Friday, said Nancy
Marshall, director of communications at
the mountain. But she said this weekend
be the final weekersit Ikiing.
"We want to be sure we offer a quali-
ty skiing experience." she said. She
said she doesn't beliese the anticipated
snow will last until next weekend.
Becky Gervais. a student at l.'Mame
and weekend Sugarloaf ski instruetor, snow) in January, and the skiing has
said she would like to see the mountain been great net since, " Richards said.
..stay open longer, but doubts they will. He said he belieses the skiing will be _
, "I think they could ski another good again this weekend. "It should be
weekend, but I don't think they will a lot like last weekend, but we may get
because they won't hase enough skiers
,to make it profitable." she said. Most
• of the people skiing last weekend were
season pass holders, she said, which
doesn't benefit the mountain
financially.
Marshall said 70 percent of the skiing
terrain is still open. Tote Road. rrow
Gauge. and Gondola Line, some of the
trails where snow was made all winter,
are still in good condition, she said.
some snow, so it could be even bet-.
ter.
Marshall said the mountain is able to
stay open this long because of increas-
ed snowmaking capabilities at the
mountain. In the past tsvO years.
Sugarloaf has increased its snowmaking
capabilities by 450 percent, she said.
"We can cover 75 percent of the
mountain with snow," Marshall said.
At Sunday Riser, Lynn Hodgkin,
Todd-Ittchards-,another- starrie-stw- --prorrentionrcoorchrutnr,-viudThe
dent who instructs at Sugarloaf, said the snow Wednesday night.
skiing was good last weekend, especial- "We make as much (snow) as
ly for those who enjoy skiing moguls. can." Hodgkin said.
'The year started out slow because of Sunday River has four trails with 100
snow conditions, but we got ta lot of percent snow coverage and three of its
we
s 4"a4Ueor4taC%oe4a<ItaIthir,Iti.
•
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Ilse peaks arc open, she said. Fifteen to
20 of their 50-trails are open.
Sunday River is planning to SIR open
until May I. Hodgkin said May .1 will
be Ski Mania Day, a free day of skiing
for all skiers:
Sunday River has stayed open, until
the beginning of May for the past three
or four years.
"It's a ritual for us to try to stay open
until May. Last year was a little bleak
because of the flood, but we made
it," Hodgkin said.
Joe Russo, a Sunday .River ski in-
structor and 'student at UMairie, said
there is still plenty of snow at the
mountain
He said the snow melted quicker last
spring because of the large amounts1/4 of
rain. "The warm weather 'doesn't real-
ly melt the snow, but the rain washes it
IN ay ` he Jifd
Russo said he plans on doing more
skiing before Sunday River closes in
May.
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AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)—With Fri-
daY's midnight deadline for filing 1987
income-lax returns fast approaching, the
good news from Maine officials is that
refund checks are being mailed out is
quickly as ever.
The bad news is that the refunds, for
those who receive them, are about S50
less on average than refunds on 1986
fl
worse
returns.
The worst news, for taxpayers, politi-
cians and bureacrats alike, is that many
Mainers have been paying the state
millions of dollars more than they
should.
That "windfall" money is gradually
being returned through special tax ad-
justments already on the books as well
Woman struck by frisbee'
wins suit against town
ALFRED. Maine (AP) - A
50-year-old Canadian woman- who
was injured by a teenager playing
Frisbee on an Ogunquit beach six
years ago has been awarded S300.000
in damages against the town o
OguncOit.
A Superior Court jury returned a
verdict of $331,475 for Josee Noel of
Mt. St. Hilaire, Quebec, but Justice
Paul A. Fritzsche reduced the award
to 5300.000. the statutory limit on
damages against a municipality.
Attorney Jeffrey T Edwards, who
represented the town, said the verdict
will be appealed to the Maine
Supreme Court.
The town is insured for the full
amount of the jury verdict, but that
fact could not be brought to the
jury's attention, said Robert H. Stier
Jr attorney for the plaintiff
Nod had been sacationing in
Ogunquit for a week and was walk-
ing on the beach with her husband
when the incident occurred on July
15, 1982 in a protected area of the
beach that _utak off-limits for
game-playing.
We developed testimony at the
trial that lifeguards decided not to en-
force that regulation in that part of
the bc.ich where she was walking,"
Stier said Thursday. "That was ad-
mitted at the trial by the captain of
the Itteguards. 
"It was our contention that if a
regulation is good, enough to have,
it's good enough to enforce. In fact,
_ in the following years they did decide
SO enforce it. It was only during this
mmer
force it.''
Noel, a social worker who was a
foster parent to five epilectic young
men, broke her leg when she was
struck from behind and knocked to
the ground. But complications
developed during her recovery that
kept her in a wheelchair for three
years.
Noel now walks with a cane and
has trouble going up and down stairs.
Stier said. "Her right knee is still very
vulnerable. Her doctor said she
would suffer a 10 percent impairment
for the rest of her life."
The jury, which began hearing
testimony on Monday. returned its
verdict after deliberating for more
than three hours Wednesdas
afternoon.
"The Nods had visited Ogunquit
for 15 years." Stier said.
"They lose the beach and t hes ' v c
always loved the people there. They
were reluctant to sue the town but
when you suffer the kind of ordeal
that she did and it's clear that
somebody made a mistake that caus-
ed that, they were willing to make the
system of justice take its course and
news  for taxpayers 
as a planned rebate of at least 517
million to be paid this summer under a
bill pending before the Legislature.
"Certainly, in Augusta, we should be
starting to send (rebate) checks." said
State Tax AC•4..U.11 Anthony J. Neves,
who himself was among those who had
to pay the state money on their latest
returns.
This is the busy season for Neves'
bureau. Nearly three dozen employees
are working double shifts to enter data
from the returns into the computer. A
team of 32 people is working overtime
_LQi)pCii-4ndflthCtW1ikWon
Thursday alone contained about 30,000
returns.
"Tuesday Will be the biggest diiv
said Neves' acting deputy, Robert W
Meskers, noting that delivery of returns
mailed in the final hours Friday night
will be delayed because of Monday's
had been mailed out as of last Friday,
with payments totalling about 525
million — an average of SI56 apiece.
On 1986 returns, the average refund
was 5207, with payments totalling S66.8
million
The planned late
-summer rebate, em-
braced by both Republican Gov. John
R. McKernan Jr. and key members of
the Democratic majority in the
Legislature, is the second step in a
strategy for reimbursing Maine tax-
payers for additional money that they
paid to the  state as a result of fOrral
tax reform.
In the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Con-
gress cut the federal rates while increas-
ing taxable income by eliminating or
reducing various tax breaks.
Maine, whose income-tax system is
closely tied to the federal system,
adopted the newly broadened federal
definition of taxable income for the
holiday. 1987 tips-year, while kepping existing
,decided_noL44411______AlLsold1-4he-stare rates, exemptions and deductions
500,000 returns this year. As of mid-
week, 238,000 had been entered into the
computer system, Mesker said.
For those who are owed a refund on
their returns, the wait will be six to eight
weeks, Neves said.
Meskers said 160,000 refund checks
:-.`.so-iNomeitogehrs0 V4Mr+  . .
SPRING FEVER?
How About An
Island Party?
This Thursday, Friday &-Saturday
All Reggea LP's, Cassettes & CD's
NI $1 OFF Regular Price
Dr. Records
20 Main St.,Orono, Me.
Open Thursday & Friday eves lit 8pm
866-7874
because of uncertainty about how tax-
payers would change their spending and
investing habits.
Those discrepancies are explected to
be largely eliminated for the 1988 tax
year under another bill pending in
Augusta.
Journalism and Broadcasting Department
SPRING BANQUET
April 26, 1988
Damn Yankee
7:00 p.m.
$3.00 with meal ticket
$7.50 without
Get your tickets now!!!
107 Lord Hall
I I M.* t....vr I CM., e-ltro Ie..04 I I
U-MAINE
1-; 10%
Student
Corsages and Boutonnieres
made to orderDiscount
Wide selection of
fresh cut flowers
or silk-and dried flowers
also
large selection of gifts,
antiques,jewelry and
vintage clothing
406•••,
N
I M." I Pt.* e...0% I,
Orono Floral Boutique -4
'; 38 Main St.- 866-3557 e
9am • 6pmF,
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Legislature approves bill
-funding
AUGUSTA Maine (AP) — A
Dernoaatic-backed bill to boost the
state's funding to schools by at least $33
million — $10 million more than what
Republican Gov. John R. McKernan Jr.
proposes — won preliminary approval
Thursday evening .in the Maine
Legislature.
The bill, endorsed by nine of the 13
Education Committee members, would
_Niel's, vale's share of education fun-
ding from its present level of about 56
percent to at least 58 percent.
McKernan proposed an increase of
about S23 million in his supplemental
.budget for school fuding for the year
starting July I. while keeping :he for-
mula level the same.
A measure supported by Republicans
and the committee's minority, which
received preliminary-House approv-al-.
The bill, endorsed by nine of the 13
Education Committee members. would
Puke the state's share of education fun-
ding from its present 56 percent to at
least 58 pecent.
McKernan proposed an increase of
about $23 million in his supplemental
budget for school funding for the year
starting July 1, while keeping the-for,
mule level the same.
A measure suported by Republicans
and the committee's minority, which
received preliminary House approval
but was rejected :n the Senate, would
also pump $33 million into state aid next
'teat
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But the absence in the GOP bill of a
corresponding boost in the funding
formnual sparked Democratic charges
that the bill would not guarantee that
the subsidy levels would continue
beyond the first year.
Parroting House. Republican Leader
Thomas W. Murphy Jr 's speech
critisizing a Democrtaic highway-
funding plan, Rep. John A. Cashman.
D-Old Town, called the Republican plan
"a half --Band-Aid-measurs4loai--"does--
not pass the straight-face test "
Republicans who presented their
proposal as more fiscally responsible
than the Democratic plan, rejected
charges by the majority party that their
proposal is "a quick fix."
Rep. Mary Small, R - Bat h. noted that
the state funding each district receives
--is-sd*stecHurrruelltr-aftrwar-----
Meanwhile, the Energy and Natural
Resources Committee appeared to be
solidly behind a compromise plan to
mandate municipal planning and zonm-
mg The proposal would allow corn-
muruties to voluntarily seek certification
of their growth management programs
and link certification to a sane" of state
aid programs.
The compromise was embraced by the
McKernan adminstration even as
another of the governor's top agenda
stems appeared to have split the Human
Resources Committee along party lines
That panel remained divided over con-
flicting plans to promote job training for
welfare recipients
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1.5;i Dawkins, Buckner, Ballou, Magic,
Larry, and other 'disappointments'
In the April II issue of Sports Il-
lustrated, there is a story, titled
"Mancha an the NBA", about Dar-
ryl Dawkins and his, to some people,
disappointing career
-The—writer--oF -the—story- -rr--Dive
Wohl, a former coach of the New
Jersey Nets and a man who was one
of Dawkins's coaches dunng "Sir
Slam's" five years with the Nets
In case you are unfamiliar with the
story. Dawkins was a highly recruited
hoopster out of Maynard Evans High
School in Florida But instead of at-
tending college. DaiiTins signed a
professional contract with the
Philadelphia 76ees.
in Si„ Dasvkins describes his
childhood as "poor but happy "
The poor part of his childhood even-
tually led him to succumb to the big
bucks of the pros
"1 knew yawn I wer-my grand-
mother working two jobs put to
barely make ends meet, and she gave
me her last SIO past so I could buy
some sneakers. that I had to do
it," Dawkins told Si
Dawkins went to the Sixers where
he immediately became the victim of
nlimited Potential. Everybody who
saw him play ens isioned the second
,coming of Witt Chamberlain Instead
they got Darryl Dawkins — Jive-
talkin•. backboard breakin'
-Chocolate Thunder, direct from the
planet I osetron
For most basketball fans, coaches.
%COUR, players, etc., this Just wasn't
enough. Tiles wanted 30 points and
20 rebounds nets night Nobody
ever asked Darryl what he wanted
He wanted to he fun and support
his family and that's exactly what !—
did
But mention the name •'Dart••
Dawkins," and the most like.
response is, "What a waste of
talent."
What is it that makes people think
that athletes are playing the game for
anybody except themselves?
Dawkins is Just one person in
sports who didn't meet others expec-
tations and took the heat for it
victory over UMaine in the 1986 Col-
lege World Series.
Nor did Magic Johnson intend to
dribble out the clock in Game Two
of the NBA Championship in 1984,
but he did and was so devasted that
he became a recluse for the follow-
ing slimmer
Dave Greely
Bill Buckner didn't want that ball
to go between his legs in Game Six
of the 1986 World Series anymore
than I, or any one of a couple million
Red Sox fans did. But it did and I can
guarantee that he was more upset
about it than anybody.
•
And Mike Ballou didn't mean to
serve up a gopher ball in the bottom
of the ninth to give Arizona an 8-7
And, although nobody considered
it a mistake because the man doesn't
make them in the eyes of Boston
fans. Larry Bird didn't miss that
20-footer at the buzzer in Game Four ,
of last season's NBA Finals because
he wanted to disappoint Boston's
spoiled fans:
No matter what athletes itio are in
the spotlight do, it seems the fans are
never satisfied. I'm sure there are
people out there who think the
UMaine hockey team choked this
year because they didn't win the na-
tional championship. Never mind the
fact that they won 33 games on their
way to the final four.
For all you folks who think Dar-
ryl Dawkins, or anybody else for that
matter, didn't do what you thought
they should. read Dave Wohl's arti-
cle. For those who can't be bothered,
here are the last two paragraphs.
They pretty much sum it up
"Darryl Dawkins is content with
his career and with himself. He has
endureiliten bludens_braml
when he was 18 years old. He has car-
red the weight of others' dreams and
desires and expectations and is still
able to get up in the morning and
smile at the reflection in the mirror.
We should all be so lucky "
Dave Greet.), is a senior journalism
major from Scarborough, ME
II ti mphrev
wants Pats in
New Hampshire
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Gor-
don Humphrey, R-N.H., wants the.new.
owner of the New England Patriots to
bring the National Football League
team to southern New Hampshire.
In a letter to Paul Fireman, Hum
phrey says southern New Hampshire of-
fers econonticadvantages and is close to
the highly populated Boston area, where
the team is based.
New Hampshire has no income tax.
a low ,tax structure and is receptive
about offering incentives for new
businesses. Humphrey says.
New Hampshire -residents
wholeheartedly would welcome the
team, Humphrey says, adding that he
would be willing to be an intermediary
between the team's new owner and the
state
UMaine weekend sports at a glance
APRIL IS
Men's Track at Dartmouth
(New Hampshire and Vermont)
Women's Tr** at Dartmouth
(New Hampshire and Vermont)
Baseball at Rhode Island
-
Softball Doubleheader
vs. Eastern Connecticut
Game I at II a. m. at Lengyel Field
Baseball Doubleheader
at Northeastern
Game I at I p
APRIL r
Meit.1-T-titnit-YrAjTVI
at Nlemorial Gym Courts I p.m.
Softball vs. E. Conn.
II am at Lengyel Field
Baseball at Northeastern I p.m.
•
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-Olympic hero Billy Mills
to t M-Club-event
Billy Mills, the 10.000 meter run
champion in the 1968 Olympic Games,
will be the featured speaker at a Seniors
Athlete Recognition Night Monday.
April 25. at the linivetsW. of !•taine'c
Wells Commons.
Mills' life as an outstanding runner
has been made into the movie "Runn-
ing Brave" starring Robbie Benson.
Also speaking at the banquet will be
University President Dr. Dale_ Lick while
seniors playing on all University athletic
teams will be introduced and given a
Graduate M Club pin. A reception will
be held at 6:30 p.m. in the lounge on the
ground floor with the dinner to start at
7:30.
Coaches of all athletic teams are also
invited as guests of the Graduate M
Club.
graduated from the University of Kan-
sas in 1962. He served three years in the
U.S. Marine Corps, attaining the rank
of captain. He set a world record in the
six mile al San Diego. CA.. in 1965 and
has been named to nine Halls of Fame,
including the U S Olympic Hall of
Fame in 1984.
In 1986 he'received the United States
Sports Academy's Distinguished Service
Award and in 1987 hy-was-granied an
-honorars Doctorate in Reservation
Education from Oglala Lakota College.
Mills, an Oglala Sioux Indian. was
born in Pine Ridge. South Dakota. and
In 1970 Mills was appointed assistant
to the commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Bureau of Indian Affairs; in 1979-80 he
was named by President Jimmy Caner
to the President's Council on Physical
I an
appointed to the California Governor's
Council on Wellness. He is an insurance
executi V e
• %.t flflflt 
a Ludt ,Lirk grutil al id
Limp vcIli iv: fruits and vegeta
bit:six:hut vitamins A_And L._
Can bt cookedup
A defense
against cancer
in your kitchen. 
Therets evidence that ,
diet and cancer are related
Follow these rritxhfication.s in •-
y`nur daily diet to recluse
chances of getting s-ancer
1. EAt more high fitx-r Kis
such as fruits and vegetables
and whole grain cereals
3. Ins tusk cabbage. brticciili,
brussels sprouts kohlrabi and
auldls mei
4. Be moderate in son.surno
tion of salt-cured. smoked and
nitrite-cured
S. Cut down on total fat in
take from animal sources and
fats and oils
6. *tad otsity
.{..3•....3•,,M..-VCIR 'ff. 1. ......... 'U. ............. 
The Committee for Student Publications
IS now accepting applications tor following positions
'Editor, Daily Maine Campus
• Business kflanaiser. Daily Main. Campus..
'Editor, Priam
'Editor. Maine R•VHIHM
Application forms are available from the Dept of Journalism & Broadcasting
107 Lord Hall Application cfeaCtline is
April 15th.
 •
• • • .••  ••••••••••••••••• •••• • ••.•% N• 1114113kWILWICSIMeta
ittd,
jI1 II) \ ()in k
1;t it it
Now Dr. Ruth answers questions from
people just like you! Look for Dr. Ruth's
column on love. sex & relationships every
The ° YE 1 .Q5-• : WM stitigail Ita 145P12 I
... is now accepting applications for the position -of
ADVERTISING MANAGER
c and
ADVERTISING PRODUCTION
MANAGER 
A
Please apply in person to
Suite 7A, Lord'HaR
['cation deadline is Thuisday, April -14 at noon.
5555555'.'. • • \ • N. • • '.555%'.'.'. %%5 • \
Wednesdays and Fridays in The Daily Maine Campus
She's terr-r-rific!
c Ilia franoia. Inc OYMneubbel by Mang immune Synam
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
TONIGHT'S
HOMEWORK IS TAKING
THAT HILL.
H you kodoesp km mac:serum and advert
nay. swum find a when you eamod in Army
ROTC Irs acarur ordinary collegmekscerve
ARMY ROTC
cm Itaist. Patter
at Wits,
for Informalities
TEL SMARTEST COLLEGE
=MUM CAN TAU.
.. • ...... ..• . • . •... • • .... • .. ' .•.• • . • • .• .• . •. •... • . •... • . •
.. • .. • ..
tot Terrac,_
Apartments ,/
Now available 3 bedroom
apts. with 2 kitchens plus
study. $620 per mo.
I ncludes heat/ and hot
water.
1/2 mile from Maine 866-2429
•
The Daily Maine Campus, Friday, April IS, int
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A summer dream: baseball, blubber,
-Bob Stanley on
Most of the time spring is my ac-
tive season, that time of year that I
.finally realize that a winter diet of
Quarter Pounders and Cokes has kit
my midsection slightly distended and
badly in need of a workout
O.K., so you saw me trying to play
basketball Tuesday. "If that's slight-
ly distended, then a whale is slightly
blubberish, " you say
You caught me. Let's face facts:
I'm in the middle of a genuine, Grade
A Goodyiar Blimp phase right now.
- There, it's out in the open
But the sad pan is, there's no relief
in sight.
You see, about four or five months
ago a certain group took actions
whichi.trtually guaranteed my Blimp
hase free  reign_user_ino,fids-urttil—
October
Lc' me explain
As I said before, spring is usually
my &cube season, atid:imial year I
make an effort to get bakk into some
semblance of shape by exercising
semi-regularls
_I ham one of those metabobsins_
that make women scream, because 1
Lan Just exercise a little, eat like a pig,
and lose weight like crazy. Most
Nhomen I know are always in the mid-
die of one diet or another, and ue
killing themselves to lose a coup!: of
pounds.
Basically, if I want to remain on
speaking terms with the females 1
John Holyoke
know.. my  weight*Agifechnsquesere
unmentionable. Therefore, forget I
mentioned it.
But because of this certain group,
es-en my token exercise-for-three-
weeks-and-lose-ten-pounds regimen
• witi fall by the wayside.
Who's to blame? The same
baseball team that has been disap-
pointing me for all 23 years of my
__Isfe..4he Boston-Bed-Sea: 
Since I was I I years _old I have
thought nothing of the ,coming of
baseball season, because in the sum
met of my 10th year the Sox took me
to the brink of ecstacy, then lost in
seven games in the '75 World Series,
effectively souring my attitude
toward both the game and them.
And since that October day I have
followed the Sea- only pertpRerall±r,
with a slight, but far less fanatical
interest
But those good old Sox have won
me back with one brilliant move
trawler
If you haven't been following
baseball, no, the Sox didn't ship Bob
Stanley out on the nearest shrimp
trawler, although I wish they'd done
that, too.
No, all they did was make a deal
that made Stanley obsolete even
before his garbage
-carrying mishap
finished the job.
They got the best relief pitcher in
the game, Lee Smith, and I'm pleas-
ed to say that after a 13-year hiber-
nation_rin officially al BoSoa-fan
again.
Which brings me back to my bulg-
ing belly. If you haven't made the
Connection yet, I'm clearly not going
10-liave much time to exercise now
Zthat I have tbwatch the Red Sox play
r schedule.
I pull myself out of the TV chair
once in a while to jog to the kitchen,
but that's about it, Instead of exer-
cising, I'm planning on spending the
spring and summer perfecting the art
of being a fan
I've got to get a couple of Red Sox
pennants and a few more bits of
paraphernalia to spread around the
living room, but my belly's already
there. 
_sa.l_figure I've goat- 4 
-pretty
good start.
Eat Healthy with . . . CANTEEN
Freshly polished apples, oranges Served
and other fruit, garden fresh cnspy
salads, low fat milk, (nut juices. a SANDWICHES
satiety of flavored dietetic yogurts
and exciting sandwich weREAM-
all presents-ft through vend—
ing equipment offered exclusively
by CANTEEN
Prepared fresh every day in the im-
maculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen representa-
uve. you are assured of freshness
and flavorful lunches.. .day after
day. The added convenience and
speed of vended foods can add hours
and sausfacuon WI your busy day.
For the health of the calorie-con-
scious busy person on the go, we
suggest a nutnuous lunch from
CANnWil- 'ActhUiu'lll&kiil
244-Pforry Road
BANGOR
945-5688
FRUIT
HOT & COLD DRINKS
HOT & COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
MILK
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS
252 Old Lisbon Road 76 Darling Ave
LEWISTON SO. PORTLAND
784-5161 773-8141
S% \5s5%'. 5555555%'. • N. 11-11:1131SILSWIS
WANTED 
Production Workers for Advertising at 
The Daily Maine Campus
'4 tjW9gry VAN IwywrwSrfa V25 mom
for Fall Semester 1988.
Typing skillshelpful, but-only accuracy is
needed.
Apply at The Daily Maine Campus in the
basement of Lord Hall.
APRIL 18th - 21st IS:
LESBIAN-GAY AWARENESS
WEEK
MONDAY: The politics of Homosexuality, 11 a.m.
in the Sutton Lounge
TUESDAY: An open discussion on
the University's Sexual Orientation
Policy, 11 a.m. in the Coe Lounge
WEDNESDAY: MAINE DAYI
THURSDAY: WILDE-STEIN 3rd ANNUAL
—COFFEE MIME
6:30 p.m. in the Sutton Lounge
ALL WELCOME!
FRIDAY: Free Movie in the Sutton Lounge
11 a.m.
And...
WILDE-MIXER II
A DANCE FOR ALL TO ENJOY
AT 8 P.M. IN THE DAMN YANKEE
ow The Daily Maine Campus. Friday. April 15, 1988
Stan
TodaY's question
-Should the General Student Senate
fund politically-active organizations?
"No. If they were planning non-partisan
' activities, OK, but for publications and
, politically-active activities. no.
-Peter Buotte
French/Fine Arts
-Yes. because it will gise students a
hawse tn." -
-Sue Lord
rahman
I rids-dare,:
GUE61' LECIWE (SEQIE6 
A BOARD OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Presents
"SEX. SACRILEGE SCATOLOG }:..
ANEXHILAILiTIM, PERIENCI.
 VIM
't MT1 PYThi MS THE IRA OF LIFE 4- MAMA% \
MOM eLEENE TERRI 1.11.1.1M1 E1114 MU NMI AMEN locum MIN
Alit% tA liErPME MUn AiLLIAAM
TERM AMU A I 'IJSU&AA. 1EILE.4-%
neapippumw
*1-dois!_i_thiiik,___they 
-should-fund-
politically actts•c organizations: Tito*
are personal s slues, and if people
choose to hold those values, they should
support themselses. "
7-1orinda Fontaine
Junior
Health Education
"Yes. I think they should. Its in the hest .
interest of the Students. The General
Student Senate is supposed tci he work-
ing for us"
-Al Sicignano
Junior • ,
'International Affairs • Anthropology.
"No, we don't nsse enough atone a.
ts."
-.lack Poulin
Junior
Public AdmItust sat tOn •
"There's plent. 91 .m-her rla,-es vst.
funding '•
Nur Shea
Semor
ism
Graham Chapman
of
"MONTY PYTHON 's Flying Circus"
& star of movies:
THON AND THE-HOLY GRAIL
- LIFE OF BRIAN
YELLOWBEARD
Saturday, April 16, 1988
The Pit, Memorial Gym
8 p.m. FREE admission
"YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT AT WORK"
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